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ABSTRACT remove the regulatory uncertainty associated with the unit sharing

of the swing EDG.

The paper presents the seismic qualification of a commercially

procured emergency diesel generator (EDG) system for use in a Due to a lack of available vendors to supply a Class E

nuclear power plant. Response spectrum analyses of finite EDG in the U.S., only a commercial grade EDG could have been

element models, validated using in situ vibration test data, were procured. When a commercial gade EDG is procured, the utility

performed to qualify the skid and floor mounted mechanical needs to perform the related seismic qualification and dedication

components whose functional capacity and structural integrity can work required for the use in the nuclear power plant. This paper

be analyzed. Time history analyses of these models were also presents the seismic qualification of a sixth EDG which was

performed to obtain the aplified response spectra for seismic commercially procured for a two-unit nuclear power plant located

testing of small valves, electrical and electromechanical in high seismic zones. Due to the space limitation, this paper does

components whose functional capacity can not be analyzed to not include the various dedication activities performed in

establish the seismic qualification. The operational loads were compliance with NRC's Generic Letters 89-25 and 91-5" as well as

obtained by in-plant vibration monitoring. Full scale shake table Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Report 5652 or NIG-07'.

testing was performed for auxiliary electrical cabinets. It is Recently an extensive seismic test of a complete EDG system was

concluded that with some minor structural mdifications a performed in Japan. This test successfully demonstrated the

commercial grade EDG system can be qualified for safety-related seismic capability of a Japanese EDG due to high seismic input

applications in nuclear power plants located in high seismic zones. loads".

INTRODUCTION SEISMIC QUALIFICATION OF AN EDG SYSTEM

On June 21, 1988, the U.S. NRC published the Station An EDG system mainly consists of a diesel engine, a

Blackout (SBO) Rule, 10 CFR50.63 in the Federal Register'. The generator, and a radiator mounted on the skid frame as well as the

rule was designed to substantially reduce the risk to the public in support systems such as lubricating oil, fuel oil, starting air, turbo

the event that a light water cooled nuclear power plant loses all its air assist, Jacket water cooling, and ventilation (Fig. 1). The

off-site power as well as the on-site emergency AC power systems. generator is AC synchronous, single bearing bracketed, toot

Two basic approaches are generally used by the U.S. utility to mounted, rated 2600 KW, 3 phases, 900 RPM and weighs about 32

meet the SBO rule. One is to demonstrate that there are adequate kips. The diesel engine is an 18 cylinder, four stroke, open

battery capacities and water supplies to maintain the plant in a safe combustion system with an electro-hydraulic governor and weighs

shutdown condition throughout the conservatively estimated SBO about 68 kips. The radiator consists of a radiator assembly

duration. This may involve an increase in battery and condensate housing a single engine cooling water fan driven by the diesel

water storage capacities. The other approach is to provide an engine. The skid frame consists of two 1-beams that run across

alternate AC power source (AAC) such as emergency diesel the length. They are stiffened by cross beams and ribs at various

generator (EDG) systems. This requires that EDGs with a specified locations. The engine, the generator and the radiator are bolted

target reliability be seismically qualified. down to the top flanges of 1-beams. The bottom flanges of 

beams are anchored to the floor at several locations on each side.

EDG systems are frequently used in the U.S. to provide In addition, they are restrained by several side seismic stays.

AAC for equipment important to the operation and safety of a

nuclear power plant in the event of a SBO. For Diablo Canyon, The seismic qualification of the different components of an

which is a two-unit nuclear power plant which had five EDGs, two EDG system may be acomplished by analysis", test" or a

EDGs were dedicated to each unit and one EDG could supply combination of analysis and test approaches'' ". Seismic testing

either unit swing). The EDG system must operate during and after can be used to determine accurate equipment capacity, to obtain

a safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) and a beyond design basis in-equipment response spectra and to demonstrate functionality as

earthquake while maintaining plant safety margins'. In addition to well as to detect contact chattering. However, seismic input is

meeting the SBO rule, the installation of a seismically qualified limited by the shake table capacity, and additional information

additional (sixth) EDG may be used to justify the extension of the cannot be generated from the seismic tests alone. Furthermore,

EDG outage thereby reducing the potential plant downtime"'. In the test results annot be extrapolated for higher seismic input.

certain cases, the addition of a sixth EDG could also be needed to On the other hand, a mathematical model used in the seismic
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analysis can be easily modified to consider different equipment beams were changed to heavier and stiffer I-bearns with basically
mounting conditions, to accommodate design modifications, to the same anchorage. The seismic qualification of the sixth EDG
perform parametric studies and to evaluate abnormal as-found was performed based on the seismic calculations of the existing
conditions. It can also be used to generate amplified in-equipment five EDGs. The existing finite element models were modified to
response spectra at any location. However, the model size is incorporate the minor differences (Fig. 1). A comparison of the
limited by the computer capacity. It is difficult to model nonlinear modal requency and participation factor for the existing and the
behavior such as a gap condition and buckling of a thin plate. revised models show that the dynamic characteristics did not
Also, equipment with electromechanical components or moving changesignificantly. Responsespectrumanalyseswereperformed
parts generally cannot be qualified by analysis. The major parts to analyze various components qualified by analysis. The
of the EDG system are qualified by the combined analysis and test analytical results show that the magnitude and distribution of
approach or by using numerical methods, mainly finite element induced stresses at all critical locations are within the code
analysis. allowable.

SEISMIC QUALIFICATION OF EXISTING EDG SYSTEMS The functionality of electrical cabinets and electro-
mechanical components was demonstrated by full scale shake

After the EDGs are installed at the site, in situ vibration table testing. All safety-related components and devices were
tests were performed to determine the dynamic behavior of the tested in five separate test setups. As a result of careful
diesel generator mounted on the skid, the starting air receiver, the engineering design and evaluation, most of the components
turbocharger starting air receiver, and the fan drive in the successfully passed the required seismic tests. However, a few
radiator 3 The test data were used to validate the mathematical anomalies such as relay chattering, bent cabinet door rod, broken
models developed for various components of the EDG system. relay housing and relief valve popping were observed during the
Forced vibration, impact and snapback tests were used to obtain seismic tests. These anomalies were resolved by system
the natural frequencies, critical damping ratio and mode shapes reevaluation, minor panel modifications, relay replacement and
corresponding to each natural frequency of the major diesel retesting.
components.

When compared with that of the existing EDG system, the
After the in situ vibration tests were performed, finite sixth EDG exhaust silencer does not have the wear plate welded

element models were developed to match the test data. Table between the shell of the silencer and the vertical saddle support
shows a comparison of the natural frequencies obtained from the plates. Furthermore, it does not have the gusset plates which
test and those predicted by the finite element models. Response connect the support plates and baseplate at both ends of each
spectrum and time history analyses were performed to obtain vertical support. A finite eement model was developed for one half
accelerations and force distribution at various locations of the EDG of the silencer, and analysis performed to calculate the local shell
system and to generate response spectra required for seismic stresses adjacent to the shell-to-vertical support plate connections
testing of devices and components mounted at various locations (Fig. 4 The analysis results show high local stresses occurring
of the engine. Stress evaluations were performed for the diesel- near the connections between the shell and both ends of the
engine-radiator system and various components such as the diesel vertical support plate. This was resolved by welding two 112 inch
fuel oil filter, lube oil filter, transfer pump and priming tank as well thick patch plates over the high stress area of the shell.
as the diesel starting air receivers. As a result, the priming tank
was provided with a seismic brace. After this change, the actual The skid mounted piping attached to 1he EDG system was
stresses of various components were found to be Cnsistent with evaluated for five loading conditions i.e., dead weight, pressure,
the manufacturer's original design. EDG startup, steady state operation and design basis seismic

loadings. A walkdown of the piping was performed to enable as-
One diesel generator excitation cubicle, one control and built data of a representative sample to be obtained. The piping

gauge cabinet, to contaclor panels, a switch box, and various was evaluated utilizing applicable analytical criteria and allowable
electromechanical components were seismically qualified using limits. It was found that the EDG skid mounted piping systems are
multi-axis, multi-frequency seismic tests in accordance with IEEE qualified for the design basis seismic events combined with other
Standard 344-1987 14 and U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1100'6. The sustained operating conditions.
equipment contained devices and components which are
representative of those existing in the nuclear power plant. The OTHER RELATED QUALIFICATION EFFORTS PERFORMED
results demonstrated that the test criteria were met and the
equipment's safety function had been demonstrated during and In-plant vibration monitoring was conducted to obtain the
after the seismic testing. The spectra shown in Figure 2 are used operational loads to combine with nozzle and seismic loads for the
to qualify the devices mounted at various locations of the diesel analysis and design of the EDG and skid as well as floor mounted
generators. Figure 3 shows the horizontal and vertical ground mechanical equipment. For nuclear power plants located in low
spectra used for the qualification of the floor mounted equipment. seismic zones, the seismic loads are, in general, small when

compared with the normal loads due mainly to the diesel engine
SEISMIC QUALIFICATION OF THE SIXTH EDG SYSTEM excitation. However, for nuclear power plants located in high

seismic zones, the EDG excitation loads from normal operation are
The commercial grade sixth EDG system was supplied by not significant when compared with the seismic loads.

the original manufacturer. Most of the skid and floor mounted
components are basically the same as those o the existing EDGs. A comprehensive walkdown was performed after
The radiator has an additional core, and therefore, the overall installation of the EDG, and differences in as-built and design
weight o the sixth EDG is slightly heavier. Therefore, the skid conditions used in the evaluation of the components were reviewed
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and then reconciled. The seismic qualification of the EDG system 7. EPRI NP-5652, "Guidelines for the Utilization of Commercial
was further evaluated using the horizontal and vertical response Grade Items in Nuclear Safety-Related Applications (NCIG-07),"
spectra developed for a beyond design basis seismic event to Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto. California; 1988).
ensure that it will maintain plant safety margins'. It is concluded
that the EDG system can adequately withstand the design basis 8. NUCLEAR POWER ENGINEERING CORPORATION, "Summary
seismic events and has adequate seismic stress margins for the report, Proving Test on The Seismic Reliability for Nuclear Power
beyond design basis seismic event. Plant, Seismic Proving Test of Emergency Diesel Generator

System" 1992).
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

9. KAWAKAMI S., SHIBATA H., HARA F., OHNO T., HORIMIZU Y.,
Over the years, EDGs have proven to be very reliable and ICHIMASHI I., NINO T., TAKAYANAGI M., UCHIYAMA Y.,

durable in various conventional applications. Results of the KAJIMURA Y., MAEDA K., "Seismic Proving Test of Emergency
seismic qualification confirm that a commercially procured EDG Diesel Generator System," Paper K15/1, 12th International
system can be dedicated satisfactorily, with minor modifications, Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology,
for use in nuclear power plants located in high seismic zones. University of Stuttgart, Stuttgart, Germany 1993).
Some cabinet door rod supports and device mounting needed to
be strengthened for the devices to perform their intended safety- 10. KAUFFMAN, F., BONNEFOY, A., and FOUGERES, D.,
related functions. For the exhaust silencer, patch plates needed to "Seismic Qualification of an Emergency Diesel Generator and Its
be welded to the areas between the shell and both ends of the Auxiliaries," Institute of Mechanical Engineers, C187/78, 1978).
vertical support plates to avoid high local stresses. The in-plant
vibration monitoring results indicate that the EDG excitation load it. D'ANTHOLIARD, P. BONNEFOY, A., and HERPIN, J.,
from normal operation is not significant when compared with the "Combined Test-Analysis Seismic Qualification of an Emergency
seismic loads. Group Diesel Generator," Paper K13/3, 6th International

Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology,
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TABLE I

COMPARAT70N OF ANALYTICAL AND TESTING RESUTS FOR
EXL13TING FIVE EDG SYSTEM

EQUIPMENT INSITU TESTS FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

Diesel Generator 16.6 hz. (N-S) 17.0 hz. (N-S)

Diesel Generator 26.8 hz. (E-W) 23.0 hz, 26.8 hz.(E-W)

Diesel Generator N.A. (Vertical) 25.8 hz, (E-W, Vertical)

Starting Air Tank 26.7 hz.(Base Rocking) 25.8 hz. (Base Rocking)

Turbocharger Starting Air Rigid N.A.
Tank (Static Analysis Performed)

G=ZPA

FIGIURE I EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR AND FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
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Figure 2 Amplified Response Spectra, % Damping
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Figure 3 Ground Response Spectra, 5% Damping
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